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The absolute magnitude of the transition dipole moment function �e�R� of the A 1�u
+−X 1�g

+ band system of
Na2 was mapped experimentally over a relatively large range of internuclear distance R. The transition dipole
moment matrix element of a set of rovibrational transitions between the A 1�u

+ and X 1�g
+ states was measured

using the Autler-Townes effect. By employing the R-centroid approximation, or a fit to a polynomial function
involving higher order R centroids, �e as a function of the internuclear distance was obtained. These Autler-
Townes effect based measurements yield the absolute magnitude of �e, which can be used to test ab initio
theoretical transition dipole moment functions or to “normalize” experimental transition moment functions
obtained from intensity measurements, which in general give only the relative behavior of �e�R�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Absolute intensities of molecular rovibronic transitions
are of fundamental and general importance �1,2�. However,
their accurate measurement has been very difficult tradition-
ally. Compared to atomic systems, the internuclear distance
dependence of molecular parameters such as the electronic
transition dipole moment complicates the situation even fur-
ther.

Recently it has been shown that quantum interference
effects such as the Autler-Townes �AT� effect can be
used to determine the absolute magnitude of the electronic
transition dipole moment matrix element �̄v�J�,v�J�
= �v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J�� for a given rovibronic transition by de-
termining the Rabi frequency �=�E /� from the measured
Autler-Townes splitting of a rovibronic transition and by
measuring the coupling laser E field amplitude accurately
�3–5�. In our earlier work we have demonstrated such a mea-
surement for a specific rovibronic transition between the
ground and the first excited states by using a four-level
extended-� triple resonance excitation scheme �6–8�. By us-
ing this excitation scheme we explore here the possibility of
determining the internuclear distance dependence of the elec-
tronic transition dipole moment function �e�R� for the Na2
A 1�u

+−X 1�g
+ system. For other electronic transitions, pos-

sible triple resonance excitation schemes are indicated in
Ref. �7�.

In principle, a simpler two-laser three-level cascade exci-
tation scheme can be considered for such a study of transi-
tion dipole moments between the ground and the excited
states. But, as has been shown in Ref. �6�, that scheme is less
favorable for a Doppler broadened sample with a thermal
population distribution in the ground state. This is because
the coupling laser transition from the ground state to the first
excited state is Doppler broadened and the higher coupling
laser power required to observe the AT splitting results in

lower resolution due to saturation broadening. In addition,
the available coupling laser Rabi frequencies are limited by
the Franck-Condon factors available for excitations starting
from the thermally populated levels of the ground state.

The four-level extended-� scheme shown in Fig. 1 over-
comes these difficulties by dedicating separate lasers to the
roles of the pump and coupling lasers. Thus a low power
narrow band pump laser is used to select a narrow velocity
group from the Doppler broadened transition as in Ref. �6� in
order to enhance the resolution of the probe laser scan, the
sole purpose of which is to reveal the Autler-Townes splitting
of the intermediate level. The coupling laser can be tuned to
resonance with transitions outside the thermally populated
ground-state levels. Thus transitions with large transition di-
pole moment matrix elements, resulting in large Rabi fre-
quencies, can be chosen for the coupling field, giving rise to
a larger and better resolved AT splitting. The ability to
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FIG. 1. Energy level diagram for the extended-� four level sys-
tem with triple resonance excitation. The pump and probe lasers, L1

and L2, are in a copropagating arrangement and counterpropagate
with the coupling field L3. �1� denotes the initial level of L1

X 1�g
+�v� ,J��; �2� denotes the intermediate state A 1�u

+�v� ,J��,
which is the terminal level of L1 and initial level of L2; �3� denotes
the upper state level to which the probe L2 is tuned, namely,
2 1�g�v ,J� or 5 1�g

+�v ,J�; and �4� is the lower level X 1�g
+�v1� ,J1��

of the coupling field resonance transition.
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choose the coupling laser transition independently of the
pump transition has the additional benefit of allowing mea-
surements of transition dipole moments of a large number of
rovibronic transitions between the ground and the excited
states, which, as we demonstrate, can be used to construct
the internuclear distance dependence of the electronic transi-
tion dipole moment �e�R�.

Other traditional experimental methods to measure the
variation of the transition dipole moment as a function of
internuclear distance involve the measurement of either mo-
lecular fluorescence or absorption intensities �9–11�, or the
measurement of radiative lifetimes �12–14�. Absorption mea-
surements and cavity ring down spectroscopy �15–17� are
sensitive to the square of the transition dipole matrix ele-
ment, but require knowledge of the initial state population in
order to determine the absolute magnitude of the matrix el-
ement, and these methods are generally only useful for tran-
sitions out of thermally populated levels. Similarly, fluores-
cence intensity measurements can yield relative values of
transition dipole matrix elements, if the wavelength and po-
larization dependence of the detection system efficiency is
known. But obtaining absolute values of the transition dipole
matrix elements from fluorescence intensity measurements
requires not only the initial state populations, but also abso-
lute intensity measurements, which are very difficult because
of the need to calibrate the absolute detection system effi-
ciency, the effective detection solid angle, etc. Lifetime mea-
surements can yield absolute transition dipole matrix ele-
ments if all branching ratios can be determined.

In contrast to these difficulties, the critical measurements
in the Autler-Townes splitting based method are the accurate
measurement of the electric field amplitude E of the coupling
laser and the Autler-Townes split fluorescence line profile
�6�. This spectral line profile can then be used to determine
the Rabi frequency �=�E /�, which directly yields the mag-
nitude of the transition dipole moment matrix element
�̄v�J�,v�J�= �v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J��. This matrix element repre-
sents an overlap integral of the rovibronic wave functions of
the two levels weighted with the electronic transition dipole
moment �e�R�. In general the electronic transition moment
function �e�R� between two electronic states in a diatomic
molecule is a function of the internuclear distance R and in
many cases this dependence can be very strong. In some
cases only ab initio calculations are available for �e�R�, but
in most cases no information at all is available regarding the
functional form of �e�R�. While it is possible to test the
accuracy of ab initio potential energy curves with high accu-
racy energy level measurements, it has been much harder to
test theoretical transition dipole moments, because of the dif-
ficulties associated with the experimental measurement of
their absolute magnitudes. A straightforward and accurate
method to experimentally determine the absolute magnitude
of the transition dipole moments of molecules as a function
of internuclear distance simply has not been available espe-
cially over a wide range of R. Given this situation, it is
common that an approximation is made by assuming that
�e�R� is constant, or varies weakly as a function of R. Then
the transition dipole moment integral is reduced to a simple
vibrational overlap integral �v�J� �v�J�� times a constant of
proportionality. The square of this vibrational overlap inte-

gral is the well-known Franck-Condon factor. The Franck-
Condon factor is widely used for estimating relative transi-
tion strengths, but is only reliable when �e�R� does not
change significantly in the R range of the transitions under
consideration. However, if �e�R� strongly depends on R then
one has to use the genuine �v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J�� matrix ele-
ment, highlighting the need for a method to obtain �e�R�
from experimental measurements.

II. EXPERIMENT

Since the experimental setup and the excitation scheme
are the same as reported in Ref. �6�, we omit their detailed
description here. For the labeling of the vibrational and ro-
tational quantum numbers we use double prime and prime
notation for the rovibrational levels from the ground and the
first excited electronic states, respectively. Additionally, as
all rotational levels of the 1�+ electronic states are of e sym-
metry we will omit the e notation from the labeling of the
X 1�g

+, A 1�u
+, and 5 1�g

+ levels for simplicity. We will also
omit the e / f symmetry notation for the rotational levels of
the 2 1�g state since the symmetry of the rotational levels of
this state is determined by the rotational selection rules. For
1�g← 1�u

+ Q-branch transitions, only f ↔e transitions are
allowed while for P and R branches only e↔e transitions
are allowed. In all cases during this experiment we have used
only Q-branch transitions to the 2 1�g state, and thus all
rotational levels of the 2 1�g state used in this work have f
symmetry.

Figure 1 illustrates the energy level diagram of the
extended-� excitation scheme. Lists of all pump, probe and
coupling laser transition combinations used in the excitation
scheme are given in Tables I and II. Our estimate for the
accuracy of the laser wave numbers ��̃=	 /2
c� listed in the
tables is of the order of 0.01–0.02 cm−1. This is due to the
pump laser frequency drift �specified at 100 MHz/hour� dur-
ing the experiment and the fact that the lasers were calibrated
prior to the AT splitting measurement. The transition wave
numbers �̃ for the pump, probe, and coupling transitions
were calculated from the term values of the X 1�g

+ �18�,
A 1�u

+ �19�, 5 1�g
+ �20�, and 2 1�g �21� states. In all experi-

ments we have verified that we are on resonance with the
correct transitions. First the pump laser was checked by
observing a resolved fluorescence spectrum to the ground
state. Next the probe laser transition was verified by observ-
ing the OODR signal �by monitoring a specific rovibrational
fluorescence decay channel of level �3�� while it was
scanned over the 2 1�g�v ,J�←A 1�u

+�v� ,J�� or 5 1�g
+�v ,J�

←A 1�u
+�v� ,J�� transition with the pump laser kept on reso-

nance. Once the pump and probe transitions were verified the
coupling laser was set exactly on resonance by observing the
symmetric AT split spectrum from level �3�.

The pump �L1� and the probe �L2� lasers were arranged in
a copropagating configuration through the heat pipe oven.
The coupling laser �L3� counterpropagated relative to L1 and
L2. The pump laser �L1� was tuned to resonance on the
A 1�u

+�v� ,J��←X 1�g
+�v� ,J�� transition with the initial level

within the thermal population range. In order to select a nar-
row velocity component within the Doppler profile, the
power of L1 was kept as low as possible while maintaining a
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reasonable signal to noise ratio in the AT split spectra. The
Autler-Townes splitting of level �2�, caused by the strong
coupling laser L3 on resonance with the transition �2�↔ �4�
�A 1�u

+�v� ,J��↔X 1�g
+�v1� ,J1���, was then detected in the

fluorescence spectrum from level �3� as the weak probe laser

�L2� was scanned over the 2 1�g�v ,J�←A 1�u
+�v� ,J�� or

5 1�g
+�v ,J�←A 1�u

+�v� ,J�� transition. Fluorescence of an
isolated rovibronic transition �single channel 5 1�g

+→A 1�u
+

or 2 1�g→A 1�u
+ fluorescence� was used to monitor the

population of the upper state �3�. In all cases for level �4� we

TABLE I. List of all pump, probe and coupling laser transition combinations used in the extended-�
scheme with the probe transition to 5 1�g

+. Our estimate for the accuracy of the laser wave numbers ��̃� is of
the order of 0.01–0.02 cm−1. This is due to the pump laser frequency drift �specified at 100 MHz/h� during
the experiment and the fact that the lasers were calibrated prior to the AT splitting measurement. The spot size
wi and the power Pi of the lasers for the configurations in this table were as follows: w1=300 �m, P1

=0.4–0.8 mW, w2=620 �m, P2=1.7–3.0 mW, w3=860 �m and the power of the coupling laser P3 was
varied in the range of 200 to 700 mW in order to observe the power dependence of the AT splitting.

Pump laser L1 Probe laser L2 Coupling laser L3

A 1�u
+ X 1�g

+ �̃1 �cm−1� 5 1�g
+ A 1�u

+ �̃2 �cm−1� A 1�u
+ X 1�g

+ �̃3 �cm−1�
�v� ,J�� �v� ,J�� �v ,J� �v� ,J�� �v� ,J�� �v1� ,J1��

8,20 0,21 15545.855 9,21 8,20 17144.551 8,20 20,21 12694.648

10,20 1,21 15609.392 11,21 10,20 17126.074 10,20 17,21 13301.300

10,20 20,21 12915.438

10,20 23,21 12545.974

14,20 3,21 15732.128 15,21 14,20 17080.741 14,20 27,19 12523.406

TABLE II. List of all pump, probe and coupling laser transition combinations used in the extended-�
scheme with probe transition to 2 1�g. The spot size wi and the power Pi of the lasers for the configurations
in this table were as follow: w1=570 �m, P1=34 mW, w2=510 �m, P2=3–5 mW, and w3=1185 �m for
the cases with intermediate level A 1�u

+�v�=25,J�=20�; w1=480 �m, P1=13–15 mW, w2=360 �m, P2

=3–5 mW, and w3=1140 �m for the cases with intermediate level A 1�u
+�v�=28,J�=20�; w1=600 �m,

P1=13–15 mW, w2=300 �m, P2=3–5 mW, and w3=1140 �m for the cases with intermediate level
A 1�u

+�v�=33,J�=20�; w1=600 �m, P1=15–30 mW, w2=300 �m, P2=3–5 mW, and w3=960 �m for
the cases with intermediate levels A 1�u

+�v�=34,J�=20� and A 1�u
+�v�=35,J�=20�. In all cases, P3 was in

the range of 200 to 700 mW.

Pump laser L1 Probe laser L2 Coupling laser L3 �cm−1�

A 1�u
+

�v� ,J��
X 1�g

+

�v� ,J��
�̃1 �cm−1� 2 1�g

�v ,J�
A 1�u

+

�v� ,J��
�̃2 �cm−1� A 1�u

+

�v� ,J��
X 1�g

+

�v1� ,J1��
�̃3 �cm−1�

25,20 1,19 17187.612 25,20 25,20 15519.884 25,20 38,20 12546.695

28,20 2,21 17313.617 28,20 28,20 15472.074 28,20 40,21 12673.775

28,20 41,21 12594.436

28,20 42,21 12518.021

28,20 43,21 12444.657

33,20 5,19 17343.971 34,20 33,20 15462.944 33,20 43,19 12928.965

33,20 43,21 12921.267

33,20 46,19 12727.404

33,20 48,21 12603.465

33,20 51,21 12455.832

34,20 5,21 17424.924 36,20 34,20 15517.138 34,20 44,19 12951.722

34,20 44,21 12944.247

34,20 48,21 12696.658

35,20 6,21 17367.597 37,20 35,20 15496.524 35,20 45,19 12977.004
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have chosen a high vibrational level of the ground state,
outside the range of the thermally populated levels.

The pump laser L1 and the probe laser L2 were Coherent
Autoscan 699-29 dye lasers operating either with DCM or
R6G dye, while the coupling laser, L3, was a Coherent Au-
toscan 899-29 titanium sapphire laser. The laser beams have
a Gaussian distribution TEM0,0 transverse profile character-
ized by the spot size wi �for the ith laser�, defined here as the
diameter measured at 1 /e2 of the peak intensity. We denote
the total power of the ith laser with Pi. By varying the low
power levels of lasers L1 and L2 we found the best combina-
tion of these parameters for the chosen laser beam spot sizes
by making sure that this choice had a minimal effect on the
observed AT splitting spectra while still resulting in an ac-
ceptable signal to noise ratio. To verify the linear dependence
of the measured AT splitting on the coupling laser E field
amplitude in the level �3� fluorescence excitation spectra, the
power of the pump and probe lasers was kept constant, while
the power of the coupling laser was varied, generally be-
tween 200 and 700 mW, by using neutral density filters.

The simulations of the experimentally recorded AT split
spectra were performed using the density matrix formalism
outlined in Refs. �6,8� with the following parameters: life-
time of the A 1�u

+�v� ,J�� levels, �2=12.5 ns �22�; lifetime
of the 2 1�g�v ,J� levels, �3=18.3 ns �6� and the lifetime of
the 5 1�g

+ levels is �3=40.3 ns; branching ratios W32 /W3,
W21 /W2, W24 /W2 calculated from the corresponding Franck-
Condon factors; sample temperature of approximately 600 K
and its corresponding Doppler width; collisional dephasing
rates �12 /2
=�24 /2
=�14 /2
=�13 /2
=�23 /2
=�34 /2


=4.77 MHz; transit relaxation rate wt /2
=0.38 MHz. The
various excitation and decay processes in the excitation
scheme for each combination of pump, probe, and coupling
transitions were taken into account in the density matrix
simulations in the same fashion as in Ref. �6�. The simula-
tions included averaging over the molecular velocity distri-
bution, summation over the magnetic sublevels mJ, and av-
eraging over the radial distribution of the electric fields of
the lasers. The Rabi frequency of the coupling field �3 was
varied until the best fit to the recorded experimental spec-
trum was obtained. The resulting �3 value along with the
strength of the coupling laser electric field E3 was used to
calculate the transition dipole moment matrix element be-
tween the rovibrational levels coupled by E3. For calculating
the coupling laser electric field amplitude we used the for-
mula E3=�2 / c0

�8P3 / 
w3
2 . The main contributions to the

error in the electric field determination arise from the experi-
mental errors in the measurements of the spot size w3 and the
total laser power P3. From the definition of the Rabi fre-
quency �= �E0 / � the transition dipole moment matrix ele-
ments for the coupling transitions were determined. How-
ever, it should be noted that this method cannot determine
the sign of the dipole matrix element. The resulting transition
dipole moment matrix elements �exp are given in Table III.
These values are an average of the transition dipole moment
matrix elements determined from a number of spectra �5 to
10 individual spectra with different coupling laser powers�
for the particular coupling transition. We estimate that the
uncertainty in the value of �exp is about �0.2 Debye, arising
mainly from the error in the measurement of the spot sizes
��10 �m�, the laser power fluctuation �1–2 %�, the abso-

TABLE III. The experimentally determined transition dipole moment matrix elements �exp for the listed
A 1�u

+−X 1�g
+ rovibrational transitions with the corresponding R-centroid values of the electronic transition

dipole moment �e and the values of the R̄ and R2 centroids.

A 1�u
+�v� ,J�� X 1�g

+�v� ,J�� �exp �Debye� �e�R̄� �Debye� �v�J� �v�J�� R̄ �Å� R2 �Å2�

8, 20 20, 21 3.10 10.03464 0.30893 4.17959 17.50138

10, 20 20, 21 2.54 9.77976 −0.25972 4.00123 16.00685

10, 20 17, 21 2.01 9.55051 0.21046 3.81830 14.59185

10, 20 23, 21 3.97 10.08869 0.39351 4.30459 18.55379

14, 20 27, 19 3.18 10.10133 0.31481 4.43664 19.76240

25, 20 38, 21 5.65 9.87193 0.57233 4.82040 23.39903

28, 20 42, 21 2.02 10.01885 −0.20162 4.56879 20.97709

28, 20 40, 21 3.40 9.92411 0.34260 5.28488 27.88646

28, 20 43, 21 3.33 10.05830 −0.33107 4.87420 23.81943

28, 20 41, 21 4.45 10.00900 0.44460 4.80207 23.28385

33, 20 43, 21 3.16 9.79298 0.32268 5.42271 29.47905

33, 20 43, 19 3.25 9.76445 0.33284 5.37345 29.01484

33, 20 46, 19 2.94 9.90332 −0.29687 5.13457 26.52676

33, 20 48, 21 3.38 9.98552 0.33849 4.78567 23.13510

33, 20 51, 21 2.10 10.10587 0.20780 4.91193 24.18479

34, 20 44, 21 2.64 9.74134 0.27101 5.60201 31.21213

34, 20 44, 19 2.80 9.73168 0.28772 5.53629 30.58911

34, 20 48, 21 1.95 9.89546 0.19706 5.27048 27.76312

35, 20 45, 19 1.82 9.75505 0.18657 5.81283 33.25829
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lute power calibration of our power meter, and the inherent
noise in the recorded spectra.

In order to compare this Autler-Townes splitting method
of measuring the R-dependent absolute transition dipole mo-
ment function with the more traditional method of determin-
ing the relative R dependence, we have also carried out a
series of resolved fluorescence scans. The Coherent 699-29
dye laser, using R6G or DCM dye, was tuned to line center
of the A 1�u

+�v�=35,J�=20�←X 1�g
+�v�=5,J�=21�,

A 1�u
+�v�=34,J�=20�←X 1�g

+�v�=5,J�=21�, A 1�u
+�v�

=25,J�=20�←X 1�g
+�v�=1,J�=19�, A 1�u

+�v�=20,J�=20�
←X 1�g

+�v�=1,J�=21�, and A 1�u
+�v�=10,J�=20�

←X 1�g
+�v�=4,J�=21� transitions. In each case, fluores-

cence was collected from one of the side arms of the heat
pipe oven and resolved with a Spex 0.85 m double-grating
monochromator. The detection system, consisting of a mono-
chromator and a photomultiplier tube �PMT�, is known to
display strong wavelength and polarization dependence �23�.
Therefore a linear polarizer, oriented to pass horizontally po-
larized light, was placed in front of the monochromator. The
detection system efficiency vs wavelength for horizontally
polarized light was determined �23� using a calibrated
tungsten-halogen lamp �24�, and the resolved spectra were
corrected for this. Total A 1�u

+�v� ,J��→X 1�g
+ fluorescence

was continuously monitored through the opposite side arm to
identify and correct for any drift of the laser frequency from
line center of the pump transition during the 	30 min. re-
solved fluorescence scan.

III. ELECTRONIC TRANSITION DIPOLE
MOMENT FUNCTION �e(R)

In this section we calculate the internuclear distance de-
pendence of �e�R� from the set of experimentally measured
transition dipole matrix elements �exp. For this purpose, ei-
ther the simple R-centroid approximation, or a more com-
plete polynomial expression that includes higher order
R-centroids can be used �25–29�.

If we represent �e�R� by a power series in the internuclear
distance R

�e�R� = 

i=0

�

�iR
i, �1�

then the transition dipole moment matrix element can be
written as

�v���e�R��v�� = �v��v��

i=0

�

�iR
i, �2�

where �v� �v�� is the vibrational overlap integral, and Ri is the
ith R centroid defined as

Ri =
�v��Ri�v��

�v��v��
. �3�

If we limit ourselves to the lowest order in Eq. �1� we obtain
the Condon approximation �30� in which the matrix element
is simply proportional to the vibrational overlap integral,
equivalent to the root square of the Franck-Condon factor.

In the R-centroid approximation �25–29�

�v���e�R��v�� � �v��v���e�R̄� , �4�

the matrix element is approximated with the product of �e at

the R-centroid value R̄ and the overlap integral �v� �v��. By

expanding �e�R̄� in a power series in R̄, and approximating

R̄i with Ri, Eq. �4� becomes equivalent to Eq. �2�. It is easy to
show that the R-centroid approximation becomes exact when
�e�R� is a linear function of R.

The R-centroid method is adequate in cases where there is
only a single classical turning point, as is the case shown in
Fig. 2�a�, where the calculated R-centroid value of 3.82 Å
corresponds closely to the center of the interval from 3.5 to
4.2 Å where most of the value of the overlap integral accu-
mulates. On the other hand in cases where the integral accu-
mulates over a large interval of R, as shown in Fig. 2�b�, the
method is unreliable. In such cases, Eq. �2� must be used to
fit the experimentally obtained set of transition dipole mo-
ment matrix elements. Usually, truncation at the quadratic or
cubic terms in the expansion is sufficient to represent the
experimental data. Using a polynomial expansion of the elec-
tronic transition dipole moment up to second order in R,
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X
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X
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+
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FIG. 2. Plots of the excited A 1�u
+�v� ,J�� and ground

X 1�g
+�v� ,J�� state wave functions �� and �� and of the overlap

integral �0
R���r����r�dr as functions of the internuclear distance R

for the cases �a� A 1�u
+�10,20�-X 1�g

+�17,21� and �b�
A 1�u

+�35,20�-X 1�g
+�45,21�.
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�e�R� = �0 + �1R + �2R2, �5�

we have fitted the experimental data for �exp from Table
III and obtained the following values for the coeffi-
cients �0=−4.2502 Debye, �1=6.1046 Debye /Å, and �2

=−0.64758 Debye /Å2. The values of the R̄ and R2 centroids
for the corresponding transitions used in the fitting procedure
are given in Table III. We have calculated them using the
computer program LEVEL 7.7 by Le Roy �31� with potentials
for the X state and the A state from Refs. �18� and �19�,
respectively. The range in R within which �e�R� obtained
from the fitting remains valid is determined by the extent of
the range of the individual transition overlap integrals. The
results for �e obtained using the simple R-centroid approxi-

mation given by Eq. �4� are listed in Table III as �e�R̄�.
�e�R� from Eq. �5� is illustrated in Fig. 3 �dotted line�, while
the results from the R-centroid approximation are repre-
sented by solid circles. For comparison, results from ab initio
calculations of the electronic transition dipole moment �e�R�
for the A 1�u

+-X 1�g
+ system are also shown �6,32�. The re-

sults of Magnier �32�, represented with connected solid
square symbols, are based on configuration interaction �CI�
calculations in the framework of a pseudopotential method.
The theoretical transition moment function of Kotochigova
�6,33�, represented with the solid line, is based on the rela-
tivistic configuration interaction valence bond method.

In our case there is no significant difference in the results
for �e�R� obtained using the R-centroid method and by using
the polynomial Eq. �5� based fit of the experimental results.
This is because the coupling transitions used in the experi-
ments were deliberately chosen in such a way �with a few
exceptions� that the R-centroid approximation would be as
accurate as possible for the corresponding range of internu-
clear distances.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we compare the absolute �e�R� function
obtained here with the relative �e�R� function obtained from

the resolved fluorescence measurements using the method
described in Ref. �10� and the potentials of Refs. �18� and
�19�. Individual A 1�u

+�v� ,J��→X 1�g
+�v� ,J�� fluorescence

line intensities are proportional to �4��v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J���2.
However, in this case, using a fitting function of the form
given in Eq. �5�, we can only determine the ratios �1 /�0
=−0.752 Å−1 and �2 /�0=0.0808 Å−2. Because the fluores-
cence measurements yield only a relative transition dipole
moment, this function is normalized to the average absolute
measurement over the common range of R. Clearly, the ab-
solute and relative measurements display the same basic R
dependence, although the latter shows somewhat more cur-
vature. The range of R covered by the relative fluorescence
intensity measurements is limited by the inner and outer
turning points 2.68 and 5.62 Å, respectively, of the highest
A 1�u

+ state level investigated �v�=35, J�=20�. Thus we see
that the relative fluorescence intensity measurements can be
used to extend �e�R� toward smaller R. However, we have
found that the fluorescence measurements are not very sen-
sitive to the dipole moment for R values below 3.0 Å, so
only the region R�3.0 Å above this point is reported in Fig.
4. In a forthcoming paper �34�, we will demonstrate how the
combination of absolute measurements of �̄v�J�,v�J�
= �v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J�� for selected rovibronic transitions, us-
ing Autler-Townes splitting, can be combined with fluores-
cence measurements to map strong R dependences of �e�R�
for multiple electronic transitions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel method to determine the inter-
nuclear distance dependence of the molecular electronic tran-
sition dipole moment. This technique uses the Autler-Townes
quantum interference effect for measurement of the absolute
magnitude of the transition dipole moment matrix element
for molecular transitions between the ground and the excited
states. Our results indicate that the extended-� excitation
scheme is preferable for the moderate coupling field Rabi
frequencies available with continuous wave laser sources. In
this particular case, probing the transition dipole moment
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the transition dipole moment func-
tions �e�R� obtained from experimental data and from ab initio
calculations of Magnier �6� �solid line with squares� and Ko-
tochigova �6� �solid line�. The results from the R-centroid method
are given as solid circular dots and the results from the fit with
a quadratic polynomial expansion �e�R�=�0+�1R+�2R2, with
coefficients �0=−4.2502 Debye, �1=6.1046 Debye /Å, and
�2=−0.64758 Debye /Å2 are given as a dashed line.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the absolute �e�R� function obtained
using the Autler-Townes splitting method with the relative
�e�R� function obtained from resolved fluorescence intensity
measurements.
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between the ground state and an excited state, we have cho-
sen the lower level of the coupling field from outside the
thermal population range. Such vibrational levels with large
wave function amplitudes at the outer turning point of the
molecular vibration lead to large transition dipole moment
matrix elements and, as a result, to larger Rabi frequencies
for the coupling laser transitions. In addition, compared to a
simpler three-level excitation scheme, which is limited to the
internuclear distance range of the thermal population, the
weak pump laser also defines a much narrower velocity
group within the Doppler profile, leading to a better resolved
AT splitting of the intermediate level.

By using the extended-� excitation scheme we have
“tuned” the coupling laser to different rovibronic transitions
in order to determine the internuclear distance dependence of

the transition dipole moment function in the region defined
by the overlap integrals of the coupling laser transitions. We
have measured ��v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J��� for a number of transi-
tions between the A 1�u

+ excited and X 1�g
+ ground states of a

Na2 Doppler broadened sample. We have calculated the in-
ternuclear distance dependence of the electronic transition
dipole moment �e�R� from the experimentally determined
set of ��v� ,J���e�R��v� ,J��� values, using both the R-centroid
approximation and a polynomial expansion based on higher
order R centroids.
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